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Seat No:_______________             Enrollment No:_______________ 

PARUL UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY OF LAW 

B.A. LLB. / B.Com. LL.B./ B.B.A. LL.B. Winter 2018 – 19 Examination 
 

Semester: 1         Date: 29/11/2018 
Subject Code: 17393101        Time: 10:30am to 1:00pm 
Subject Name: English Literature & Legal Language                            Total Marks: 60 

Instructions:   
1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  
3. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 
4. Start new question on new page. 
 
Q.1 Do as directed.   

  
A) Objective type questions.  0.5 mark each (Any 16 out of 18) 

(08) 

 1. An addiction to internet is called ________.  
 2. A craze for technology is called ________.  
 3. Excessive desire to possess books is called ________.  
 4. Excessive desire for music is called ________.  
 5. The chief minister of Rajasthan, with her secretaries _______flown to Delhi. (has/have)  
 6. The jury________ ordered to imprison the thief. ( has/have)  
 7.  The jury ________ divided in their opinions. (is/are)  
 8.  Sixty thousand rupees ___a large amount to spend in a day.(is/are)  
 9.  The publisher and the director _____ dead.( is/are )  
 10. Killing of husband is called ________.  
 11. Fear of public speaking is called ___________.  
 12.  Fear of heights is called ________.  
 13.  anti is a prefix root to do with ________ (afar/against /away)  
 14. _______ is the prefix of Loyal (Dis/Ir/mis)  
 15.______ is the prefix of Likely (im/un/in)  
 16.______ is the prefix of polite.( im/dis/in)  
 17. Words that read the same from front or back are called ___________.  
 18.________ are the words which have the same spelling but they may be pronounced differently 

when their meaning changes 
 

   
B) Fill in the blanks using the words given below: -( Any 8 out of 10) 
  
(Set out, winding up petition, binding, invoke, exceed, terms, indemnify, comply with, warranty, 
administrator) 

(08) 

 1._________ person appointed by the court to manage the affairs of a bankrupt company.  
 2.  _______   to be in accordance with.       
 3.__________ conditions ( in an agreement )  
 4._________ to make use of or apply a clause in a contract.  
 5.__________ formal request to have a company closed down.  
 6._______ a guarantee issued to the purchaser of an article promising repair or replacement in case of 

defects. 
 

 7. ________ to hold a person safe or secure against a risk.  
 8.________ to go beyond a set limit (quantity or time)  
 9.__________imposing an obligation which one must fulfil.  
 10._________ to state or describe something in writing. 
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C) Cathy speaks English very well, but has difficulty finding the right tone in letters and emails. She 
would like to write her email in a friendly but formal style. Fill the gaps with the words below: -( Any 
8 out of 10) 
 
(Contacting, discuss, getting in touch with, got back, here are, I am attaching, I apologize, just, 
please, pretty, reasonably, resolve, returned, sort out, sorry, talk about, unfortunately ,want ,wish , 
you see) 
 
Dear Mrs. O’ Brien 
   
Regarding our meeting last week, ____________(1) for not ____________( 2) you 
earlier.________(3),our solicitor was in court for most of last week and only _________(4)yesterday. 
 
As we agreed, __________(5) the amendments to your contract as suggested by him. I think you will 
find that overall they ___________(6) the issues you raised with me last week_______(7)well. 
 
Could you have a look at them and let me know me by the end of the week at the latest if there are 
any points you still _________(8) to __________(9)? I can then try to have the contract ready for 
signing by the middle of the next week. 
 
In the meantime, if there are any other matters where I can be of help, ___________(10) give me a 
call. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
 
Best Regards 
 
Cathy Schwarz 

 
Q.2 A) Reading Comprehension. (08) 

 
Let us look at the contemporary political and social calendar. The more one reflects on the 
performance of the supreme court, the more one is convinced that there is a strong co-relationship 
between the judicial review of the legislative and administrative action and political and contemporary 
events. 

The Supreme court in the 1960s 

On political field, in October 1962 India faced Chinese aggression. The ascendancy of the congress 
party was no more and it was losing popularity fast in several northern states. The increasing 
corruption and arbitrariness in the administration was the order of the day. In September1965 came 
the Pakistani aggression. In 1969 August, the ruling Congress Party itself suffered a convulsion and 
split. 
 
On the judicial scene, one sees judges with massive intellects and dominating personalities -
Gajendragadkar, Subha Rao, Hidayatullah , J.C Shah were men of extra ordinary talent and 
intelligence. The third important factor influencing the 60’s is the landmark decisions in England and 
America. They have had a profound influence on our Indian decisions as we shall notice. Ridge v. 
Baldwin gave an exclusive dimension to natural justice. Anisminic and Padfiled revolutionized the 
Certiorari jurisdiction. Conway v. Rimmer put an end to the oppressive doctrine of Crown privilege 
after almost 25 years. Prof. H.W.R Wade in his Hamlyn lectures (1980) characterized Ridge v. 
Baldwin as the starting point of what he picturesquely described as “ the Renaissance of 
Administrative Law”.  
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 1. What happened in India in October 1962?  
 2. Who was the ruling party of  India in 1969?  
 3. Who was Subha Rao?  
 4. What do you mean by “ The Renaissance of the administrative law”.?  
 Choose the correct synonyms for the following words from the above passage:  
 5. Primacy  
 6. Hostility  
 7. Break  
 8. Indicator  
  

B) Prepare notes from the above passage in the point form. 
 

(06) 

Q.3 Answer the following questions.  (Any 5 out of 7) (15) 
 1. Write down a short note on good listening strategies.  
 2. What are the prerequisites of listening?  
 3. Write down the five differences between hearing and listening, giving your own examples of both.  
 4. Write three expressions with examples for stating rights.  
 5. Write three expressions with examples for stating obligations.  
 6. Write three terms with definitions from a standard contract of employment.  
 7. Write three expressions with examples for referring to a legal document 

 
 

Q.4 A) Descriptive Writing in around 120 words. (Any 3 out of 4) (15) 
 1.Write a paragraph on “Life imprisonment”  
 2. Create a story from the title, “An accident”.  
 3. You are looking for security services for your college premises. Signing as Mr. Viru  

Sahastrabudhdhe , Write an email to security services center. Mention your requirements and 
necessary details.   

 

 4. Describe the following picture  
 

  

 


